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Abstract

This paper introduces a new class of transient turbulent flames as a new benchmark case for studying
turbulent combustion. It also brings together the latest high-speed laser imaging experiments with large-
eddy simulation (LES)/probability density function (PDF) to advance the calculations of transient pro-
cesses in the newly introduced test cases. The otherwise steady jet flames are subjected to a pulse of inflow
velocity such that the flow experiences sequentially increased local extinction, the formation of upper and
lower burning regions separated by a blown-off section, re-ignition and reconnection of the separated flame
regions, and then the returning of the flame to statistical stationarity. The base test cases considered here
are Sydney University’s turbulent methane piloted flames L, B and M. The LES/PDF model predicts the
flame’s dynamic response to the velocity pulse qualitatively, with the extinction limit predicted accurately
compared to the measurement. This paper reports the first LES/PDF calculations of these flames which
have narrow reaction zones compared to Sandia’s partially premixed flames, D, E and F. The statisti-
cally-transient jet flame introduced here provides a new benchmark for studying the effects of turbu-
lence-chemistry interaction.
� 2012 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Turbulent combustion remains an important
research subject due to its wide occurrence in
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industrial applications such as ground transporta-
tion vehicles, aircraft engines, and power-generation
plants. Considerable understanding of turbulent
combustion has been gained in the past several dec-
ades via the advancement of laser diagnostics and
high-performance computing technologies. Under
the collaborative framework organized by the
TNF workshop [1], a series of turbulent flames has
been chosen as targets for the experimental and
modeling studies, including the Sandia piloted
flames D, E, and F [2], the Cabra lifted jet flame
[3], and recently new targets have been identified
such as the turbulent premixed stratified flame [4].
ute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Collaborative research on these target flames has
led to significant progress in the development and
validation of turbulent combustion models.

Statistically-stationary flames have many
advantages in that they do not depend on initial
conditions and have good reproducibility.
Measurements of different quantities can be made
separately without synchronization and with
single-shot techniques. Additionally, the statistics
can be collected in time, and the direct quantita-
tive comparison between the model predictions
and measurement is straightforward. Stationary
flames can be studied under different conditions
with different Reynolds and Damköhler numbers,
and can be used to validate a wide range of mod-
els with different applicability. Good examples are
the Sydney piloted methane flames L, B, and M
[5,6] and the Sandia piloted flame series D, E,
and F [2]. In these series, flames L and D are burn-
ing healthily, flames B and E exhibit significant
local extinction, and flames M and F have severe
local extinction and are close to blow-off. Flames
L and D are often used to validate turbulent com-
bustion models applicable to high Damköhler
number (e.g., the steady flamelet model [7]), while
flames B and E, and M and F are very challenging
and are used to validate models applicable also to
moderate or low Damköhler number and with
strong turbulence-chemistry interactions (e.g.,
the probability density function methods [8–10]).

It is noted that while statistically stationary
flames will remain important targets for model
development, they are limited in scope and do
not account for transient phenomena which are
observed in many applications. The start-up and
shut-down processes of any combustor are not
statistically stationary. During the acceleration
or deceleration of an aircraft, the flow rates of fuel
injection and air are adjusted to produce the
desired thrust. In a reciprocating engine, the com-
bustion process goes through a combustion cycle
periodically that is strongly time dependent.
Studying statistically transient turbulent combus-
tion is, therefore, of significant practical interest
and forms the subject matter of this paper. Cer-
tainly, transient flames relevant to reciprocating
internal combustion (IC) engines have been stud-
ied extensively, e.g., turbulent flame balls [11,12].
It is noted that these transient flames relevant to
IC engines are different from the transient flames
introduced below as explained in the later
discussion.

Large-eddy simulation and high-speed laser
imaging [13–20] may now be brought together to
study the new class of turbulent transient flames
introduced here. It should be noted that large-
eddy simulation (LES)/probability density func-
tion (PDF) methods [8–10,21] are inherently
time-dependent and hence applicable to statisti-
cally-transient flames. However, these transient
test cases present a challenge for the LES/PDF
method to compute the entire sequence of transi-
tions from fully burnt to fully extinguished states
at the correct times. For simplicity, the design of
the transient flames is built upon the existing
canonical flows with statistically time-dependent
boundary conditions. This is different from tradi-
tional combustion in IC engines in that the flows
studied here transition through a range of states
from conditions of steady burning to a fully extin-
guished state and then back to steady burning.
The ability to cover the entire range of flow condi-
tions, including a smooth transition between fully-
burnt and fully-extinguished states, is a novelty of
this experiment.

Another key contribution of this paper is that
it reports the first LES/PDF calculations of turbu-
lent non-premixed flames of methane approaching
blow-off, namely the Sydney University flame ser-
ies. These are more challenging than Sandia’s par-
tially premixed flames series D, E and F due to the
narrow reaction zones associated with pure meth-
ane fuel.

The paper is organized as follows: The pulsed
piloted burner configuration is presented in Sec-
tion 2, followed by the modeling of Sydney piloted
flame L in Section 3 which is performed in order
to establish a base case for the statistically-tran-
sient jet flame. The experimental and modeling
studies of the new transient jet flame are presented
in Section 4, and the conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.
2. The pulsed piloted burner

The basic platform is the Sydney piloted bur-
ner which has been used extensively to stabilize
flames at different departures from blow-off [5,6].
Typical examples are methane flames L, B, M
and the well-known partially premixed methane–
air flames D, E and F. A key feature of these series
is that, with increasing jet velocity, local extinction
leading to global blow-off occurs in a flame region
downstream of the stabilizing pilot. The focus of
this paper is on methane flames L, B, M which
are challenging in their own right because of their
narrow reaction zones and have never been com-
puted before using the LES/PDF approach. Only
a brief description of the burner is given here and
full details may be found elsewhere [5,6].

The Sydney piloted flame burner has a central
jet of fuel (diameter D = 7.2 mm) supplied with
pure CH4. The jet is surrounded by a stoichiome-
tric premixed and fully burnt annulus of C2H2,
H2, and air with C/H ratio to that of methane
hence resulting a higher enthalpy. This higher
enthalpy in the pilot stream is not problematic
for the current LES/PDF modeling but causes dif-
ficulty with flamelet modeling approaches [7]. The
outer diameter of the annulus is 18 mm, and the
bulk velocity of the unburnt pilot gas is 3 m/s,
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from which the bulk velocity of the burnt pilot can
be calculated to be about 22.8 m/s assuming equi-
librium with 5% heat loss to the burner. A coflow
of air with a speed of 15 m/s is maintained outside
the burner. The use of a fixed pilot velocity (3 m/s
unburnt) and a higher co-flow velocity are two
features of difference between flames L, B, M
and flames D, E, F. Detailed measurements of
the flow and scalar fields in flame L are reported
in [5,6] and a comprehensive experimental data
set [5,6,22] is available for model validation. It is
worth noting here that this data set which was col-
lected in the 1980s was based on Raman–Rayleigh
scattering so the uncertainty in CO and H2, due to
interferences, is higher than that in temperature
and the remaining measured species.

Flame L with a bulk jet velocity of UL = 41 m/s
is used here as a base case. A time-dependent addi-
tional inflow is then imposed on this base case so
that the jet bulk velocity varies in time as
U(t) = UL(1 + f(t)), where f(t) is the shape of the
imposed variation to the bulk velocity. The objec-
tive of this study is to describe the response of the
flame to the inflow variation. A velocity pulse
variation is applied, subject to which the flame
experiences increased local extinction, blow-off,
and re-ignition. The particular form of f(t) used
here is shown in Fig. 1 and the timing details are
described later in Section 4. The increase in f(t)
leads to flame blow-off, then, as f(t) decreases,
the flame re-ignites, and eventually returns to
flame L. The velocity pulse is chosen for the exper-
imental convenience. Other shapes can be applied
but may have some technical difficulties to imple-
ment experimentally. With modeling studies, there
is no restriction to the variation of the pulse shape,
and this can also be applied to other parameters
such as temperature and composition in the differ-
ent inflow streams. Furthermore, the idea can be
applied to different existing flames with different
configurations such as turbulent premixed flames
Fig. 1. The temporal variation function f(t) (thick solid
line) obtained from averaging 20 measurements (dots).
An individual realization is also shown as the thin solid
line which fits within the scatter of the dots.
[23], turbulent lifted jet flames [3], and turbulent
opposed jet flames [24]. In this work, we study only
the Sydney piloted flame subject to the jet velocity
pulse to demonstrate the new approach.

This new class of transient jet flames offers a
compact method for studying combustion and
its interaction with turbulence. Subject to a proper
inflow velocity variation, these flames allow tran-
sition from extinction to re-ignition in a well con-
trolled configuration so they cover the entire
range of statistically-stationary flames studied ear-
lier, such as Sandia D, E, and F [2] and the Sydney
L, B, and M [5,6] flames. They are more challeng-
ing test cases than stationary ones, and require a
time-accurate representation of the combustion
process, which has not been comprehensively val-
idated for turbulent combustion modeling in past
studies.
3. Modeling of Sydney piloted flame L

The modeling strategy consists of large-eddy
simulations (LES) [8,25] and probability density
function methods (PDF) [8–10]. LES defines a
cut-off scale to separate large scales of turbulent
motions and small ones with the former being
explicitly resolved and the latter modeled. Since
the large turbulent eddies contain most of the tur-
bulent kinetic energy, LES is able to capture large-
scale flow features which are of most practical
interest. By introducing spatial filtering, a set of
LES equations that governs the large-scale
motions can be derived from the Navier–Stokes
equation. The effect of sub-filter stresses is mod-
eled by the dynamic Smagorinsky model (see
[8]). Combustion occurs at very small scales that
are not resolved in LES and hence requires mod-
eling which imposes a great challenge to LES for
turbulent combustion modeling. The PDF
method [8–10] is one of the attractive combustion
sub-models for LES. The joint conditional PDF
of compositions U ¼ ð/1;/2; . . . ;/nÞ for n compo-
nents is defined as f ðWj~u; x; tÞ with W being the
sample phase variable corresponding to U and
the conditioning variable ~u the filtered velocity,
and the transport equation for f ðWj~u; x; tÞ is
derived and modeled [10]. The effect of chemical
reaction is treated exactly in the PDF method
while the effect of the unclosed conditional molec-
ular-diffusion term is modeled by mixing models.

The governing equations resulting from the
above LES/PDF method are in closed form, and
can be integrated in time to simulate turbulent
reactive flows. For solving the LES equations,
we adopt second-order central finite-difference
schemes for the discretization. The Crank–Nicol-
son scheme is used for the time-advancement.
More details of the LES solutions can be found
in [21,25]. The Lagrangian Monte Carlo particle
method [9] is usually used to solve the PDF equa-



Fig. 2. Radial profiles of the mean and rms mixture
fraction h~ni and hn00i at x/D = 20, with the different grids
and with Npc = 30 (left column) and with the different
number of particles per cell Npc and with the grid
144 � 108 � 048 (right column).

Fig. 3. Radial profiles of the time-averaged resolved
axial velocity h~ui=U L, mixture fraction h~ni, total rms
mixture fraction hn00i, and temperature heT i at the axial
locations of x/D = 20 and 30 in flame L. Symbols:
experimental data [5,6,22]; Lines: current LES/PDF
results.
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tion. The stochastic particles evolve in physical
space and in composition space, and the joint
PDF is represented by the particle distributions.
From the particle ensemble averages, different sta-
tistics can be formed. The particle method is
implemented in a recently developed parallel
Monte Carlo PDF particle solver called HPDF
[21]. The simulations are performed in a cylindri-
cal coordinate system with the computational
domain being a cylinder of size [0,60D] �
[0,20D] � [0,2p] in the axial, radial and azimuthal
directions. The domain is divided into 144 �
108 � 48 structured grid cells in the corresponding
three directions with grid clustering in the flame
zone and high gradient regions. The turbulent
jet inflow condition is generated from a separate
simulation of a fully-developed turbulent pipe
flow with the same Reynolds number as the cen-
tral jet flow. Thirty particles per cell are used in
the HPDF solver, resulting in about 22 million
particles in total. The selection of the above grid
and the number of particles per cell is justified
below. The molecular transport properties (kine-
matic viscosity m and molecular diffusivity C) are
obtained from an empirical fit to mean tempera-
ture [21]. The sub-filter diffusivity Ct is calculated
from Ct = mt/Sc where mt is the sub-filter viscosity
obtained from the dynamic Smagorinsky model
and Sc = 0.4 is the Schmidt number. The molecu-
lar transport is implemented using the random-
walk model [26] with the effective diffusivity
Ce = C + Ct. The detailed finite-rate chemistry is
described by GRI-Mech 1.2 [27] and the mixing
term is modeled by the modified Curl mixing
model [28,29] with the mixing frequency X mod-
eled as X = CCe/2D2 [21] where C = 4 and D is
the filter width. The ISAT algorithm [30] is used
to accelerate the chemistry calculations. The full-
scale LES/HPDF simulations are performed on
a parallel computing system with message-passing
handled via MPI. The overall computational cost
for simulating flame L is about a week on 864
cores (�150,000 CPU hours).

A sensitivity study is performed here for the
effect of the grid resolution and the number of
particles per cell Npc. For the grid resolution
study, we use LES with the flamelet model with
the presumed PDF method [7] for computational
efficiency. The results for three grid sizes are
shown in Fig. 2 (left column). The base grid
144 � 108 � 48 produces slightly different results
from those with the finer grids but the relative dif-
ference is smaller than 10%. For the purpose of
this study, the base grid is taken as an appropriate
choice with reasonable computational require-
ment. For the effect of Npc, we use LES/PDF with
the flamelet model to represent the thermochemi-
cal states [21]. Three values of Npc (=30, 40, and
60) are tested and the results are shown in Fig. 2
(right column). It is evident that the results are
not sensitive to the tested values of Npc, and the
relative differences computed with Npc = 30 and
60 are within 3%. The choice of 30 particles per
cell for the later studies is therefore justified.

Previous numerical simulation studies of
flame L were reported in [31–33] with the PDF
methods in the context of Reynolds averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS). Koutmos [34] reported
simulations of flame L with a “2D” LES com-



Fig. 4. Radial profiles of the time-averaged resolved
mass fractions of CH4, O2, CO2, and CO at the axial
locations of x/D = 20 and 30 in flame L. Symbols:
experimental data [5,6,22]; Lines: current LES/PDF
results.

Fig. 5. Conditional means of temperature and species
mass fractions of O2, CO2, and CO at the axial location
of x/D = 20 in flame L. Symbols: experimental data
[5,6,22]; Lines: current LES/PDF results.
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bined with a presumed PDF method. No LES/
PDF studies of this flame have been reported in
the literature and we present here the first set of
LES/PDF/ISAT simulations of flame L.

Figure 3 shows the radial profiles of the
time-averaged resolved axial velocity h~ui=U L,
mixture fraction h~ni, total rms mixture fraction
hn00i, and temperature heT i at the axial locations
of x/D = 20 and 30 in flame L where the most
interesting flame dynamics occur. The axial veloc-
ity is under-predicted by the current modeling
method, especially near the axis. The mixture frac-
tion is accurately predicted with the rms mixture
fraction hn00i slightly over-predicted. The tempera-
ture prediction is reasonable with the predicted
peak values shifted outward compared to the
experimental data. The predictions of species
mean mass fractions of CH4, O2, CO2, and CO
are compared in Fig. 4. With the exception of
CO which is discussed below, the discrepancy
between the model predictions and the experimen-
tal data is consistent with the predictions of flow,
mixing and temperature fields in Fig. 3.

The turbulence-chemistry interactions that are
crucial to turbulent combustion modeling can be
better represented in mixture fraction space as
shown in Fig. 5. The agreement between the mea-
surement and LES/PDF predictions is apparently
much improved in mixture fraction space
although there is still evident discrepancy in the
fuel-rich side, especially for CO. Possible causes
of this discrepancy could be (i) the effect of differ-
ential–diffusion that is not accounted for in this
study, (ii) uncertainty in the imposed pilot inflow
boundary conditions, and (iii) uncertainties in
the CO measurements. A detailed parametric
LES/PDF study will be performed in the future
to analyze and understand the reasons underlying
these observed discrepancies. It is worth noting
however, that the overall discrepancy noted in this
study is consistent with that reported earlier for
calculations that use the RANS/PDF method
[31–33]. For flame L, the overall flow, mixing
and reacting fields are reasonably represented by
the current LES/PDF method, and are sufficiently
good to demonstrate the studies of the transient
case in the next section.
4. Turbulent transient jet flame

The turbulent transient jet flame is based on
the previous statistically-stationary jet flame L.
Experimentally, a rapid pulse of additional fuel
is imposed on the base flow for condition L at
some distance upstream of the jet exit plane. With
all other conditions kept unchanged, this results in
a bulk velocity profile at the jet exit plane of the
form U(t) = UL(1 + f(t)). The variation function
f(t) used here is shown in Fig. 1 and this is
obtained from averaging over 20 repetitions of
the experimental measurements of the centerline
jet exit velocity obtained using laser Doppler
velocimetry (LDV). The duration of the main
pulse is about 12 ms, and it takes about 40 ms to
dampen the subsequent oscillations and return
to the statistically-stationary state. The good
reproducibility of the pulse is confirmed by the
repeated measurements as shown in Fig. 1, in
which an individual realization is shown as the
thin solid line, and all the samples from the 20
measurements are shown as dots. Two typical



Fig. 6. Snapshots of temperature from the LES/PDF simulation of the transient jet flame at different times that are
indicated by the symbols on the top-row subplots. The solid lines on the plot are the iso-line of the stoichiometric
mixture fraction 0.055. Two fluid markers denoted by the symbols (s and }) are released at t = 0 at the jet exit plane x/
D = 0, and follow the velocity at the centerline and the velocity on the iso-line of stoichiometric mixture fraction,
respectively. (An animation of the images is included in the Supplemental data of this paper.)
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time scales associated with the transient case are,
the flow time scale sf = D/UL � 0.18 ms, and the
time scale of the pulse sp = 12 ms which is much
larger than the flow time scale sf.

The LES/PDF simulations are performed for
the transient jet flame subject to the pulse in
Fig. 1. The jet inflow boundary condition that is
obtained from a fully developed pipe flow simula-
tion is multiplied by 1 + f(t). The initial condition
is set to be the statistically-stationary solution of
flame L obtained in the previous section, and
the simulation starts at t = 0 in Fig. 1 and ends
at about t = 60 ms to cover the transition.

For the model comparison, high-speed (5 kHz)
OH images of planar laser-induced fluorescence
(OH-PLIF) are taken during the flame transition
subject to the pulse. Excitation of OH was
achieved using the Q1(6) line of the A2R v2P
(1,0) system. The desired wavelength was
obtained by using a high-speed Edge-wave
(IS4II-E) Nd:YAG laser, with an average power
of 12 W, to pump a dye laser running with Rhoda-
mine 6G in ethanol. The fundamental output of
the dye laser at 566 nm was then frequency dou-
bled to produce a UV beam at 283.01 nm, with
an average power of 750 mW at 5 kHz (150 lJ/
pulse). Full details about the high-speed OH-
PLIF imaging system are given elsewhere [19].

Figure 6 shows snapshots of temperature from
the LES/PDF simulation of the transient jet flame
subjected to the pulse in Fig. 1, with the timing
indicated on the top row of Fig. 6. The contour
of the stoichiometric mixture fraction of 0.055 is
also shown in the figure. Two markers denoted
by the symbols (circle and diamond) are also
shown in the figure to follow, respectively, the
instantaneous velocity at the centerline and at
the stoichiometric mixture fraction. These mark-
ers show the distance from the jet exit plane trav-
elled by the fluid at these respective locations. An
animation corresponding to Fig. 6 is included in
the Supplemental data of this paper. For the sta-
tistically-stationary flame, the jet bulk velocity
that leads to global extinction in the experiment
is about 68 m/s. In the current transient case,
the bulk jet velocity increases to about 80 m/s
which is well above the steady blow-off limit.
From Fig. 6, we can observe the flame’s evolution
subject to the pulse. Initially, the flame is in a sta-
tistically-stationary state exhibiting some local
extinction that can be seen from the disconnected
high-temperature regions along the stoichiometric
mixture fraction contour. With the increase of the
inflow bulk velocity U(t), the amount of local
extinction increases, e.g., at t = 10.0 ms when
U(t) just starts to decrease, severe local extinction
is observed between x/D 2 (10,20). A fully
extinguished band that extends for about 10 jet
diameters from just downstream of the pilot at
t = 10.0 ms and moves downstream such that
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at t = 21.0 ms this band extends from about
x/D = 20 to 30. It is worth nothing that, at this
time, the pulse has already moved beyond the first
minimum. The flame is now clearly separated into
an upstream and downstream burning regions. At
t = 27.6 ms, the pulse reaches a minor peak and
the flame starts to reconnect via the re-ignition
of the upstream region now that the velocity has
decreased. The mechanism of re-ignition depends
on the local condition of the mixture that exists
in the region downstream of the pilot at the times
when the strain rates are relaxed. When fully ana-
lyzed, the wealth of information available in the
simulations will provide an explanation of the
dominant re-ignition mechanism.

High-speed OH-PLIF imaging is performed
experimentally to assess the current LES/PDF
simulations. The snapshots of OH in the transient
jet flame are compared in Fig. 7 with a corre-
sponding animation shown in the Supplemental
data. The OH-PLIF imaging is obtained within
a rectangular region of x/D 2 (15,22) and
r/D 2 (�2.78,2.78), and the sequences of OH
images are shown in the middle row of Fig. 7.
The bottom row shows the LES/PDF results with
the region for the measurement marked within as
a rectangle. The images from the experiment and
simulation are synchronized and the timing is
shown on the top row of Fig. 7. The direct com-
parison between the OH measurement and simu-
lation is only qualitative since the current OH-
PLIF is not quantified. However, quantitative
comparison can be made for the timing of the
extinction and ignition events. From the experi-
ment in the middle row of Fig. 7 and the anima-
tion in the Supplemental data, we can see that
extinction occurs at about t = 10.2 ms inside the
measured region and re-ignition starts to occur
at about t = 20.0 ms. This gives a duration of
extinction for about 10 ms, which is roughly the
same as the duration of the pulse tp = 12 ms. In
the LES/PDF simulations, extinction starts to
occur (inside the measured region) at about
t = 10.0 ms, coinciding with the measured
extinction limit. Re-ignition occurs at about
t = 18.0 ms which is 2 ms earlier than observed
experimentally. This is a minor difference which
is, nevertheless, an indication of early ignition in
the LES calculations. At the later time of
t = 33.8 ms, the LES shows a second extinction
event in the calculations possibly due to the sec-
ond peak of the pulse, which is not observed in
the experiment. This trend of easy extinction is
consistent with previous PDF simulations [35]
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using the same mixing model. Similarly, the early
ignition is consistent with previous PDF simulai-
tons of a lifted jet flame [36]. The performance
of different mixing models on this much more
challenging flame needs to be assessed, and
improvement is likely needed to capture the re-
ignition time accurately.

The first set of LES/PDF and LIF-OH results
reported here highlight the interesting features of
flame evolution and response to the imposed dis-
turbances. It is evident from these results that this
novel approach along with the coupling between
LES and high-speed imaging diagnostics provides
a powerful tool for studying statistically-transient
turbulent combustion phenomena.

In future work, further model assessment and
sensitivity analysis will be performed to improve
model predictions. Studies will be conducted for
both measurements and simulations based on
multiple realizations to generate full statistical
descriptions of the flame dynamics. Different types
of pulses with different amplitudes and time-scales
will also be considered to explore the effects of a
broader range of disturbances.
5. Conclusions

A new class of transient jet flames is introduced
for the study of turbulent combustion. A collabo-
rative study with high-speed imaging measure-
ments and LES/PDF simulations is performed
for a turbulent non-premixed transient jet flame
that is based on the Sydney piloted flame L. A
pulse of jet inflow velocity is imposed on the
otherwise stationary flow, and the response of
the flame to the pulse is studied. Subject to the
velocity pulse, the flame exhibits sequentially
increased local extinction, upper and lower burn-
ing regions separated by a section where extinc-
tion occurs, re-ignition and reconnection of the
separated flame regions, and returning to the sta-
tistically-stationary flow. The LES/PDF modeling
approach qualitatively predicts the sequence of
flame dynamics. The predicted extinction occurs
at about the same time as the measurements albeit
for a slightly shorter duration. The transient jet
flame introduced here is demonstrated to be
well-suited for the studies of combustion and its
interaction with turbulence, and to provide a
new class of more challenging benchmark flames
for the future modeling studies.
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